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In this tutorial participants will implement a fully featured framework. Scout is an Eclipse platform project in Propost.

Scout mainly focuses on increasing the efficiency of development. Based on Scout, they solve a sound SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) clearly defined plugin structure, and provide OSGi compliance.

Part 1 - Client Application Model
Using the SDK (Scout Development Toolkit) an application
Part 2 - Remote Services
Participants will then implement remote services to feed into integrating webservices
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String [] sa = new String [] {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6};
StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer(sa[0]);

for(int i = 1; i < sa.length; i++)
  if(i == 2 || i >= 2<s1> sb.append(sa[i].substring(0, 2));
    else sb.append(sa[i]);

for(int i: new int [] {sa[0].length(), sa[2].length(), sa[2].length()+sa.length})
  sb.insert(i, " ");

System.out.println(sb.insert(2<<(2+1), " ").toString());